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OXIDIX’s own compositions move somewhere between 
downtempo, electronic and hip hop. His music blends 
together the rhythms, melodies and mythologies of different 
continents with the sounds of the forest, the chirping of 
crickets, trickling stones and crackling leaves. The organic 
textures intertwine smoothly with a modern electronic 
sound aesthetic. Pumping, crispy beats bounce in the 
foreground, while a variety of self recorded instruments 
create a dreamscape full of depth and mysticism. A dreamy, 
warm and melodic trip that entrances as much through 
headphones as it does on the dancefloor.

For lovers of El Búho, Nicola Cruz, Mose and Yeahman. 

OXIDIX has already participated in the following music 
projects: Steff la Cheffe, The Lugubrious, La Nefera, The 
Phanamanation, Dopestum, Churchhill, Sa Mood and 
others.
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Manuel Tröhler aka OXIDIX is a DJ, turntablist, remixer and producer from the Swiss capital Bern. Known 
for his sophisticated sampling, his DJ skills and as a backup MC for various band formations in the fields 
of hip hop, world and electronic, OXIDIX can always be found year in, year out on all kinds of stages. 
In 2010 he completed a two-year Swiss tour with rapper & beatboxer STEFF LA CHEFFE. Inspired and 
spurred by a 19-month world trip through Asia, Africa and South America in 2012 and 2013, OXIDIX‘s field 
of work has steadily expanded. With his diverse, always surprising DJ sets, his live electro project 
THE LUGUBRIOUS and his collaboration with the multi-award-winning Basel rapper LA NEFERA, 
the producer and DJ has been able to prove how versatile and promising 
his work is in the live and production fields.
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